Here’s how to submit changes
to your book at Kindle
Here’s a comment/question that I get too often: “I published
my book on Kindle but I don’t know how to make changes in it.
Help”!
So let me list the steps that will let you tinker or rewrite
or clarify your book. Whatever you want to change, the train
always takes the same simple track.
Your book enters the Kindle publishing brainworks through two
files, one for the cover, the other for the interior copy and
artwork. Let’s assume the interior copy was prepared in Word
and that you have it stored on your personal computer (or you
have access to it). You or another person submitted both of
those files at KDP.Amazon.com. And as the publisher you also
opened an account at Kindle, which is how you got through the
publishing gate.
Let’s say that the book being displayed on Kindle says, on
page five, “I am the greatest writer alive.” But others
(including the greatest writer alive) told you that claim
should be corrected (or painfully censored). So now you want
to substitute “After having been the greatest writer alive, I
am now number two.” You want to modestly set the record
straight.
Get or find the book’s interior copy file, make a digital copy
of that file, and set that copy aside, for old-time’s sake.
Now go to page five and replace the offensive boast by erasing
and retyping a correction. First check to see the font and
font size that copy was prepared in. For example, if it’s
Century Schoolbook 11-point, make your correction in the same
font/size. Give this new file a new name (say, from Book 1-1
to Book 1-2) and save it. That’s how changes begin. Find the

original file, change it, and save it with a different name–or
you will drive yourself, Kindle, and us batty. Then here’s how
to put that “corrected” file inside Kindle so it will appear
on monitors (or like devices).
Assuming by now you have a Kindle publishing account, open it
up and do the following:
1. Go to the Dashboard, then the Bookshelf.
2. Find “Your Books” and the title of the book you want to
change.
3. On the far right side along the book title line find a
shaded box with three dots on it, near “Book Actions.” Push
“Edit Details.”
4. Go down to #6, “Upload Your Book File.”
5. Open “Browse.” It will take you back to your home files.
Find Book 1-2 and open it.
6. Kindle will start downloading the corrected version of your
book right away.
7. It may take a few minutes to download. When it’s done, it
will invite you to look at the changed book by going to #7,
“Preview Your Book.” You will see how fast one can plummet
from being the world’s greatest writer to the second greatest.
8. If that’s what you want your book to say (and how you want
it to look), check the orange “Save and Continue” box at the
very bottom of that section.
9. That will open the #8-#11 section. Below #11 is a wee box
that you must check. Read the text you just approved, and
confirm it again in a yellow “Save and Publish” box on the
lower right.
9. You’re done! But Kindle isn’t. If your book is in English
it will take about 24 hours for your changed book to reach
eager readers and buyers.
That’s it.
Congratulations on having a book or good news to share at
Kindle!

Best wishes,
Gordon Burgett
P.S. This is an updated submission version from my How to Get
Your Book Published Free in Minutes and Marketed Worldwide in
Days.

